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◦Define consent

◦Consequences of lack of consent

◦What do we know about consent from research literature?

◦Where do these issues around consent originate?

◦How can we make this better?

Consent - what I will cover



Lack of consent and sexual assault happen among all people regardless of 
gender. We tend to think of men as perpetrators of non-consensual sexual 

behaviors. Although this presentation may focus there, men are also 
recipients of sexual violence.



What Consent is:

◦Verbal, voluntary, enthusiastic, affirmative yes. “Yes, I would love to…”

◦Asking permission before you change the type or degree of sexual activity with

phrases like “Is this OK?”

◦Confirming that there is reciprocal interest before initiating any physical touch.

◦Letting your partner know that sexual activity can stop at any time.

(Rape, Incest, and Abuse National Network

Consent for Sexual Activity



What Consent is:

◦Periodically checking in with your partner, such as asking “Is this still okay?”

◦Providing positive feedback when you’re comfortable with an activity.

◦Using physical cues to let the other person know you’re comfortable taking

things to the next level.
(Rape, Incest, and Abuse National Network)

Consent for Sexual Activity



What Consent is not:

◦Refusing to acknowledge “no”

◦A partner who is disengaged, nonresponsive, or visibly upset

◦Assuming that wearing certain clothes, flirting, or kissing is an invitation for

anything more

◦Someone being under the legal age of consent, as defined by the state

◦Someone being incapacitated because of drugs or alcohol

(Rape, Incest, and Abuse National Network)

Consent for Sexual Activity



Consent for Sexual Activity
What Consent is not:

◦Pressuring someone into sexual activity by using fear,

intimidation, or coercion

◦Assuming you have permission to engage in a sexual act

because you’ve done it in the past.

◦Making assumptions about physiological arousal -that it

implies consent. (erection or vaginal lubrication)

(Rape, Incest, and Abuse National Network)



Who cannot give consent?W

Sleeping

Unconscious

Cognitive impairment

Under the influence
of drugs or alcohol

Under age of consent p

(Rape, Incest, and Abuse National Network)



Consent for Sexual Activity- The Law

https://doh.wa.gov/you-and-your-family/sexual-and-
reproductive-health/state-law

What is the age of
consent where you live?

In the United Stated, consent defined by
state.

Age of consent in Washington is 16 years,

meaning youth under 16 cannot consent to

sexual activity.

https://doh.wa.gov/you-and-your-family/sexual-and-reproductive-health/state-laws


Legal consequences of sexual activity
without consent

Touching another person sexually without consent is sexual

assault*

Penetration of another person’s vagina, anus, or mouth with

any object without consent is rape*

(Rape, Incest, and Abuse National Network)

*The terms defined here are United States legal definitions



Statistics about sexual assault

1 in 5 women will be raped/attempted rape in her lifetime

About 25% of men will experience some form of sexual
abuse/harassment

Many of these occur in childhood, many in adulthood

Most abusers are someone the person knows

These are estimates as few people make police
reports. This represents US data.

(National Sexual Violence Resource Center)



18 state- wide sexuality curricula were surveyed in the United States for K-

12 schools. Only in 2 of these states (Oregon and New Jersey) did the term

“consent” show up.

Other states may subsume the topic into discussions of communication or

decision-making or relationships, but it is not explicitly stated that consent

is part of routine classroom content.

Educators may miss that consent is a critical part of this content.

What does research show about consent
and teaching consent ?

(Willis, Jozkowski, & Read, 2019).
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◦Parents tend to provide very general sexuality education information (if any

is provided at all) and the topic of consent is not typically included.

What does research show about consent
and teaching consent ?
Wh

(Beyers & Sears 2012)



◦College students were surveyed about their perceptions of sexual consent in

their previous (before college) sexuality education.

5 sources of sexual consent information were identified:

Mom Dad Friends School-based sexuality education Internet

Students reported learning the most from the internet, a moderate amount

from friends and school-based education, and a small amount from parents.

amount

parents.

What does research show about consent
and teaching consent ?

◦Coll

W

(MacDougall, et al. 2020)



64%

59.2%

27%

2021 study of 365 college men investigated their beliefs about consent and
sexual assault.

Results:

Clear understand of
consent

and lack of consent

Know when they are
“taking advantage of”

another person sexually

Know when sex is
Unwanted

(Siegel, Anderson, Silver &
Mitchell,2021)

27%

64%

59,2%



This information supports that young people

are educated about consent. Yet sexual assault

and rape still occur among college age youth



◦ Culturally transmitted “directions” for how they should or should not act in

sexual situations. This places pressure on the male to decide when, how, what,

women to be submissive and wait for the male to initiate, etc.

◦ These “directions” are created and reinforced by television, movies, written

media, music videos, and pornography.

◦Sexual Scripting is highly intertwined with gender norms

◦Reinforces sexually violent behavior.
(Beres, 2014; Wiederman,

2005)

Sexual Scripting Theory



Sexual Scripting

◦Sex is usually a private experience

◦Children have role modeling for how to function- going to the market to buy

milk, cheese, vegetables for example or how to behave in social situations.

◦ Media provides role modeling for how to function as a sexual being and

these role models often do not portray good quality consent or mutual

pleasure in a loving relationship.



Rape Myths
◦Rape myths are part of sexual scripting.

◦ Belief that women want to be raped, people working in

prostitution cannot be raped, husband cannot rape his

wife, women ask to be raped, when a man pays for a date

she owes him sex, etc.

◦ Common justification of sexual assault and violent

sexual behavior.
(Edwards et al, 2011; McMahon & Farmer, 2011)



◦Textbooks generally have good information about physiologic-

based sexual health

◦Missing content about sexual decision-making

◦Missing content about communication skills related to sexual

decision-making

◦Missing classroom activities to practice skills related to sexual

decision-making
(Fuller et al., 2022)

Sexual Health Textbooks in the US



◦ Challenge sexual scripting- discussions of sexual activity in a movie or

television show come up, point out false beliefs.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsQJVAzezrc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWrh6KWGFo0

◦Challenge rape myths

“Anyone is capable of rape, whether married or not. Consent is about

whether sex is good for me right now. I can say no.”

Strategies to improve consent/reduce
sexual assault

◦

S

d or not Consent is about

What did you see in these 2 clips about
sexual scripting, consent, gender roles?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsQJVAzezrc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWrh6KWGFo0


Strategies to improve consent/reduce
sexual assault
S

◦Textbooks:

Provide content: sexual decision-making

Provide classroom activities to practice

consent and negotiate sexual activity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWrh6KWGFo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWrh6KWGFo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWrh6KWGFo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWrh6KWGFo0


STETET P 1

Watch a video on my phone or have a cup of tea- offer “I am going to have a cup of
tea-Would you like a cup of tea also?” Then practice respecting the’ yes’ or ’ no’. If
“no”, option to offer again later.

STETET P 2
Imagine how it would be to make tea anyway, to hold the person down, and force
them to drink something they do not want.

STETET P 3
Discuss how would it feel to force tea on another person and how would it feel to
have tea forced on yourself. Can also practice additional tea items- offer sugar or milk
in the tea or cookies with the tea.

Start with a less charged situation and work up to sexual

situations:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWrh6KWGFo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWrh6KWGFo0


STETET P 4 Respect the answer! How does it feel to do that?

STETET P 5

Discussion of sexual behaviors- “ I would really like to hold your hand, would you like
that too?” Practice respecting the response. “ I would really like to kiss you. Would that
be ok?” Practice respecting the response.

Emphasize that respecting the answer, regardless of what it is, will build trust in the
relationship.

E

Strategies to improve consent/reduce sexual
assault



Netherlands Model of Sexual
Education

◦4 years: safe touch, hugging/kissing and bodily autonomy

◦8 years: gender image and gender stereotypes

◦11 years: sexual orientation and birth control

“helping students develop skills to protect against sexual coercion, intimidation

and abuse. “

(https://www.pbs.org/newshour/health/spring-fever)

on



Netherlands Video Clips
4-5 year olds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=il8HIi7wqQE

11 year olds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AA1HDFH9OaU



◦If Aunt Susie comes to visit and Bobby does not want to hug

Aunt Susie, respect the child’s wishes. Do not force or

shame your child into a hug.

◦All children beginning is early school years should learn that

what they want regarding their bodies is acceptable and

respected.

Parents can practice allowing bodily autonomy
at home



Challenge Sexual Scripting and Rape Myths.

Teach young people the skills (and have them practice) asking for consent and

respecting the response.

Begin teaching bodily autonomy and they have a right to have their wishes

respected at a young age ( 5 or 6 years old).

Summary to improve consent and reduce sexual
assault
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